25th November 2014
Edison Investment Research expands its Sydney team of equity analysts with the appointment of two
analysts from BBY Australia
Hires will significantly strengthen Edison’s Asia-Pacific team
Edison Investment Research, the leading international intelligence firm, has further strengthened its
Sydney team of equity analysts with the appointment of Dennis Hulme and Moira Daw who join from
BBY Australia.
Dennis joins Edison’s global healthcare team from BBY where he was a healthcare analyst and brings
over 10 years’ equities experience. Prior to this, Dennis was a biotech analyst at Hudson Securities.
Dennis has also worked as a clinical analyst at the UK Ministry of Agriculture, specialising in the
investigations of the Foot and Mouth Disease epidemic, and as a research scientist at the CSIRO. In 2010
he was ranked number two healthcare stock picker at the Starmine analyst awards and holds a PhD
from the University of Sydney.
Bringing more than 20 years’ equities research and financial services experience, Moira joins Edison’s
industrials team from BBY, where she was a director of research. Prior to this, Moira spent 11 years with
Credit Suisse as a director of equities. Moira is a qualified accountant, having trained at Ernst and Young
before joining the Australian Industry Development Corporation as an investment manager and
subsequently PriceWaterhouse where she spent seven years as a senior manager in corporate finance.
Edison’s total staff now numbers 110, including 80 analysts. The firm provides research on more than
700 companies across five offices globally.
Will Corkill, head of Asia-Pacific region of Edison Investment Research, said:
“We are delighted to welcome both Moira and Dennis to the Edison team, increasing its global
presence. With Dennis’ academic excellence, his healthcare knowledge and Moira’s experience in the
industrials sector, their arrival will further permit the highest quality, sector-based research.
Edison opened in Australia three years ago and we have since seen the demand for our services
continue to grow as we provide much needed equity research on Asia-Pacific companies for domestic
and international investors who seek quality in-depth research and investment ideas.”

